Space, Place, and Southern Grace Fund
Scholarship Application

Application eligibility: A GWS major entering into their junior year by Fall 2019 (completed 60 credit hours by August 15, 2019)

Name: __________________________________________________

Email or contact information: ________________________________________________________________

Year in School: _____________________

Major(s): ____________________________

Minor(s): __________________________

1. Please attach a sample that best represents your feminist scholarly writing. Most likely, this would be a paper you’ve written for GWS course, but if you write relevant work outside of class (a blog or ‘zine, for example) or for a non-GWS course, such samples are also acceptable as long as it is your original sole-authored work.

2. Briefly state below when and for what purpose you wrote the attached sample (the course and assignment or website, year, and other relevant information).

3. If awarded a scholarship, what do you anticipate using the funds for (books, tuition, research supplies, or other expenses)?

4. If there is any additional information related to the scholarship (for example, your financial needs or positionalities) you would like us to be aware of, please explain in an attached statement.